“Dynamic, motivating, and
engaging… an infusion of
energy, humor and hope.”

Ask Susie
COVID 2020: COMMUNICATING IN CRISIS

1. What tips can you give for surviving all this together time without relationships exploding?
2. How do you talk with your spouse or partner about things you disagree on when it comes to
navigating this crisis?
3. How do you maintain your sanity when your people are driving you crazy?
4. How do you discuss how to juggle all the responsibilities when both of you are working and suddenly
you are homeschooling?
5. What tools can you provide to deal with all the tension and emotions that come with navigating a
crisis?

ASK SUSIE ABOUT: IMPROVING RELATIONSHIPS & LISTEN, LEARN, LOVE

1. “Your book title makes a big promise: Listen, Learn, Love: How to Dramatically Improve Your
Relationshipsin 30 Days or Less! Is it really possible to see changes that fast?”
2. “How do each of these three skills, Listen, Learn Them & Love Well, specifically improve
relationships?”
3. “Skill #2: Learn Them is unique, can you give me an example of Learn Them in action?
4. “What do you mean by the statement, “Relationships are the currency of today?”
5. “What is one action step our listeners can do TODAY to see quick improvement in their relationships?

ASK SUSIE ABOUT: THE MARRIAGE & BUSINESS TUG OF WAR

1. “How do we create a lasting & meaningful marriage in the midst of chaos, stress, and the
challengesjuggling of life, work & family! “
2. “What are some unique challenges of being the spouse of a busy entrepreneur or executive?”
3. “What is your PROFIT method for busy executives and entrepreneurs to protect and cultivate
strongmarriage and family relationships?”
4. “What is one action step our listeners can do TODAY to see quick improvement in their relationships?
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